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Extending a path decomposition which is known to hold both for Brownian motion and random walk, 
it is shown that an arbitrary oscillatory L&y process X gives rise to two new independent Ltvy processes 
X”’ and X”’ which have the same law as X and encapsulate the positive (non-positive) excursions of 
X away from zero, respectively. If X drifts to fc~, the result also holds with an obvious modification. 
We discuss various relations between X, X”’ and X”‘, but our main focus is on applications. Exploiting 
the independence of X”’ and X”’ we derive several new distributional results for functionals of X. 
These include an analogue for L&y processes of the well-known fact that the proportion of the time 
spent in the positive half-line by a Brownian motion with drift before its last visit to zero is uniformly 
distributed. 
Brownian motion * first passage times * excursions * spectrally one-sided * maxima of LPvy processes 
AMS Subject Ckzss(ficarion: 60G50, 60G17. 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to show that a path decomposition technique which 
has already yielded useful results for random walks 131 and Brownian motion [6, 
9, 10, 13, 141 can fruitfully be applied to Levy processes. To explain this decomposi- 
tion, suppose that S is the random walk {S,, n 2 0} with S,, = 0, S, = Cy 5, for n 2 1, 
and that S oscillates. Let CI~” (LYE*‘) denote the index ofthejth positive (non-negative) 
term in {S,, S, . . . ,} and for i = 1,2, define processes S”’ by S:“- 0, S’,‘= 
c;=, Ly+, for n 2 1. Then it is clear that S”’ and S”’ are independent and that 
both have the same distribution as S. We can think of S’” as being formed by closing 
up and joining together the ‘positive excursions’ of S, provided we make the crucial 
proviso that a ‘positive excursion’ includes the step which takes S out of the positive 
half-line. 
To achieve a similar decomposition for a Levy process X = {X,, t 2 0} with X,, = 0, 
we introduce first the occupation time processes 
, 
A”‘= 
I 1(X(s) E R”‘} ds, i=l,2, 
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where [w(I) = (0, ~0) and [w’*‘= (-CO, 01. Next the stochastic integrals 
y(i)= ’ 
, 
I 
I{X(s-) E R”‘} dX(s) 
0 
are formed and finally we make the appropriate time changes, by setting 
XI” = Y”‘(aj”), OS t G A”‘(a), i = 1, 2, (1.1) 
where a(li’ is the right-continuous inverse of A!“. If X oscillates (i.e. lim SUP,,~ X, = 
Co, lim inf,,, X, = -a) then A”‘(a) = ~0, i = 1,2, and Xl” are defined for all t 2 0. 
In this case we show in Theorem 1 that the X”’ are independent, and each has the 
same distribution as X. In the case of non-oscillation we may suppose that 
lim ,_cc X, = +a; in this case X’*’ is conditionally independent of XC’) given 
M”‘(Co) = SUpo~,<oo{-X~“}, x(I) has the same distribution as X and, given 
M”‘(W) = m, X’*’ has the distribution of X stopped when it first exceeds m. 
If X is a BM(0) (standard Brownain motion with zero drift) Y”’ and YC2’ are 
independent continuous martingales, so that Theorem 1 follows from Knight’s 
multivariate time change theorem [12]. It is also possible to deduce the result for 
Levy processes from general time change results of Kallenberg (see in particular 
Theorem 5.1 of [7] and Proposition 6.1 of [S]), but we give an elementary proof 
based on random walk approximation. 
The possibility of applying this decomposition rests on expressing quantities 
involving X in terms of simpler quantities involving X”’ and XC*‘, and then 
exploiting the independence. It is therefore important to study the interconnections 
between X, X”’ and Xt2’. One pair of relationships, which can be derived from 
the Meyer-Tanaka formulae, is given by 
and 
X(a;“) = XI”+ M(2){A(21(~(r’))} (1.2a) 
-X(cyj2’) = -XI”+ M(“{A(“(Cyj2’)}, (1.2b) 
where M~‘)=supo~,S,{(-l)‘X’,i’}. If we put Wl”= (-l)‘+‘X(crji)) we see here an 
important difference to the Brownian case; there, because of the absence of jumps, 
we have the identity M’*‘(Aj2’) = M”‘(A’,“) so (1.2) can be rewritten as 
WC’) = x(l)+ jj/p” 
t f I (1.3a) 
and 
w’2’ = _Jp’+ MU’, 
I I I (1.3b) 
Thus the WC’), being functions of the X”’ are independent, and are versions of the 
‘reflections’ of -X and X in their maxima, in particular if X is BM(0) they are 
independent RBMs; if X is a Levy process with jumps, the W”’ are dependent. 
The result which turns out to be crucial for applications is Theorem 2, which 
expresses the time-change processes Q (I’ in terms of the processes M”’ and their 
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inverses, the first passage processes T(‘) defined by T1” = inf{ t: MI’)> x}, so that 
Ty’ = inf{f: Xj’) < -x}, Ti” = inf{t: XI” > x}. The result is that, with probability 
one, for all t > 0, 
(y)‘), t+ TcZ’(M;“) (1.4a) 
and 
(y;z)= r+ 7-“‘(Mj2’). (1.4b) 
An immediate consequence of this is that X is a measurable function of X”’ and 
X (2’; moreover, in the Brownian case we can use (1.3) to conclude that X is a 
measurable function of WC’) and W 12’ In general this does not seem to be true, . 
but in the case that X is spectrally one-sided (i.e. has jumps of only one sign) one 
of (1.3a) and (1.3b) holds, and it follows that X is a function of W’” and Wt2’. 
From (1.4) we derive certain identities involving the processes M”’ and T”‘, 
including for example the fact that for any symmetric Levy process 
Pr{ M:“’ 3 MI;,‘} = F,,z((l +y)-‘), (1.9 
where F,,z stands for the distribution function of the classical Arc-sine distribution; 
note that here M”’ and M”’ are identically distributed as well as being independent. 
Another application involves J, = sup{s s cryI”, X, s 0}, K,, the time at which X , 
first takes it minimum value on (.I[, al”], P:=A”‘(K,) and p;= A”‘(K,). In 
particular, if Pr{X, > 0) = p E (0, 1) (this is the case if X is a BM(O), a strictly stable 
process, or a symmetric Levy process) we show that (p:, P;) 2 t(/3:, /3;) and give 
the density of (/3:, p;) explicitly. 
We also show that if X is any Levy process which drifts to +a, then 
each of p& is independent of K, and has a U[O, l] distribution. (1.6) 
In the case that X is a s.n.L.p. (spectrally negative Levy process) when K, = J,, 
(1.6) is a natural generalisation of a known result for BM(6), but when X has 
positive jumps it seems somewhat surprising. 
Finally we derive some distributional results for Brownain motion by taking X 
to be the s.n.L.p. defined by X, = t - T”‘(t), where T’“’ is the first passage process 
for a BM(O), and also discuss the situation where T’“’ is the first passage process 
for a s.n.L.p. 
The main results are stated in detail and proved in Section 2, the applications 
are given in Section 3 and Section 4 contains some remarks. 
2. Results and proofs 
We will assume throughout that X = {X,, t 2 0) is a Levy process with X,, - 0 such 
that neither X nor -X is a subordinator, since otherwise our construction is trivial. 
Also, since the case when X is a compound Poisson process is a continuous time 
version of the random walk situation dealt with in [3], we will also assume that X 
is not a compound Poisson process. 
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Theorem 1. Let X”’ and X”’ denote the processes dejined by (1.1). Then 
(i) ZfX oscillates XC” and X”’ are independent and XC’)2 XC*‘2 X. 
(ii) ZfXdrifts to +CO then X’*’ is conditionally independent ofX”’ given MC”(~) = 
~up~‘~,~~{-X~“}; furthermore XC” 2 X and, given M”‘(co) = m, Xt2’ g X stop- 
ped at time 5 = inf{ t: X, > m}. 
Proof. For n 3 1 let (,“X denote the process {X[(n-It]), ta0) and c,,A(z’, (,,)Y(‘) 
and (,,‘X(” denote the processes resulting when we replace X by (,,‘X in the 
definitions of A’“, Y”’ and XCi). Notice that for fixed n, and m = 1,2,. . . , Cn,Xk’ 
is the sum of m steps from the random walk {X(m/n), m = 0, 1, . . .}. Furthermore 
the allocation of steps between cn,X”’ and ‘,,X’*’ is done in a previsible manner, 
so it is clear that the theorem holds with X replaced by (,,‘X. Now since X is not 
a compound Poisson process, the Lebesgue measure of {t: X, = 0 or X,_ = 0) is 
almost surely zero, and it follows that for i = 1,2, 
as n + co, almost surely, uniformly for t in compact subsets of [w+. Since, by the 
stochastic theorem of dominated convergence the Riemann sums 
+ Z{X(s-) E R’“} dX(s) = Yj” 
in probability, uniformly for t in compact subsets of [W+, it follows that (,,‘Xj”+ X’,” 
as n + CO for i = 1,2 in this same mode of convergence. It then follows easily that 
the X”’ inherit the stated properties from the Cn’X(i). q 
In the remainder of this section, we will also assume that 
0 is regular for (0, ~0) and for (--CO, 0). (2.1) 
The arguments required where (2.1) fails are straight forward, and are omitted. We 
will also write 2:” = ~up~~,~~,(-l)~Y~~‘, so that Mj” = Z”‘(aj”). Before proving our 
next theorem, we establish some preparatory lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Almost surely, for all t such that X, = 0, 
z’l’=z’“= y(2)=_yCl, 
, t , I . (2.2) 
Proof. According to the Meyer-Tanaka formulae for semi-martingales, 
X: = Y;“+ G, 
and 
XJ=-Y;*‘fG, 
(2.3a) 
(2.3b) 
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where G,= fL,+ O,, L, is the (semi-martingale) local time of X at 0, and 0, is 
given by 
0, = 2 {X;I{X(s-)>O}+X:z{X(s-)a0}}. (2.4) 
0crl-, 
Both L and 0 are non-negative and increasing and L is continuous and its set of 
points of increase are contained, almost surely, in (1: X, = O}. Now if X, = 0, then 
Yl”+ Yj2’ = X, = 0 and for all s < t (2.3) gives 
-Y”‘=G 5 7 -X+<G <G =-Y(l) \- 5-- f (2Sa) 
and 
Yi2’ = G, -X, =z G, s G, = Yj2’, 
so (2.2) follows. 0 
(2.5b) 
Lemma 2. Let T denote sup{s s t: X, s 0) ifX, > 0, and sup{s i t: X, 3 0) ifX, > 0. 
Then almost surely for all t > 0, 
Zj”= Yj” and ZI”= YI”+ sup {-XT} ifX, >O (2.6a) 
T-F=, 
and 
2’” = _ y(I) I I and 212)=-Yj”+ sup X, ifX,<O. (2.6b) 
TGCS, 
Proof. Since (2.1) is in force we know that, almost surely, the sample paths of X 
have no jumps that start or end at zero, and no isolated zeros. If X, > 0, YC2’(. ) is 
constant on (7, t] and the first part of (2.6a) wili follows by right continuity if we 
can show that Y(T?) = ZL’). Now either XT = 0, when (2.2) gives the required result, 
or X, > 0 and X(P) < 0. But then X; = 0 so that (2.5b) holds with t replaced by 
r and again Yi” = 2:“. Also, for r < s s r, Y’,“= Y;“+I: dX(u) = Y;“+X, -X, = 
x, - Yj’) = x, - Yj2’, and the second part of (2.6a) follows. A similar proof estab- 
lishes (2.6b). q 
Corollary 1. The function G, can be written with the form 
G, = 
ifX,SO, 
ifX,aO. 
(2.7) 
Proof. From (2.3) we have G, = -Y, (‘I if X, 4 0, G, = Yj2’ if X, 2 0, and then (2.2) 
and (2.6) give the result. 0 
Corollary 2. For all t we have 
x+={y(')+z(')}+ 
I I I (2.8a) 
and 
x; = {- Yj2)+Zj’)}+, (2.8b) 
so that (1.2a) and (1.2b) hold. Further ifX is spectrally negative (1.3a) holds and if 
X is spectrally positive (1.3b) holds. 
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Proof. From (2.2) and (2.6) we have 
if X, = 0, 
f f 
1 
y(l)_ y"'=o 
y(l) +2’2’ = Yj”+Y, -X, if X,>O, (rz, _
sup X,SO if X,<O, 
7%-S, 
and this establishes (2.8a). Replacing t in (2.8a) by LY:” and noting that X(a\“) 3 0, 
since otherwise ai” could not be a point of increase of Al”, yields (1.2a). If X is 
spectrally negative, in Lemma 2 we have 0 = X, = sup,,,,,{-X,} if X, > 0; it follows 
that 2:” = Z:2’ when X, 2 0. Replacing .Zt*’ by Zj” and f by (Y$” in (2.8a) gives 
(1.3a). The proof of (2.8b), (1.2b), and (1.3b) is entirely similar. 0 
Theorem 2. Almost surely, for all t > 0, 
,(I’) = t + I-“‘( M’,“) (2.9a) 
and 
ay = t+ T(“(A4y’). (2.9b) 
Proof. Obviously it suffices to prove (2.9a), and putting s = at’) in the identity 
A’,” + At2’ = s, this is clearly equivalent to 
I-“‘(MI”) = A’2’(cu)“). (2.10) 
Now X(crj”) < 0 is impossible, so either X(cuj”) = 0 and Sl.s,&i(~j’) with X(s,) = 0, 
where s,,dJs means s, 2 ~~2. . * > s and s, + s, or 3w s (Y I” < v such that (w, Y) is 
a maximal interval of positivity of X. In the first case, with (T = Ac2’(cxj”), (2.2) gives 
Mc2’(~) = Z’*‘(a’,“) = Mj’) and if un = Ac2’(s,) it is clear that o,J,&cr and M’2’(a,) = 
Z”‘(s,,) = G(s,,)&JG(aj”) = MI”; thus (T is a point of right increase of A4(‘) and 
W2’((T) = MI”, so (2.10) follows. In the second case suppose first that X(w) = 0. 
Then it follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 that 
M’2’((T) = p(Lujl’) = z’2’ (a) = z”yw) = Z(‘)(,j’)) = Mj”, (2.11) 
because SU~,~,-;_,:‘~{-X,} = 0. If X(V) = 0 and X has a Brownian component, v is 
a point of right increase of L, 3 v,i$ v with X( u,) = 0 and Y(*‘( v,) = G( v,,)$JG( V) = 
Yc2’( v). If X(V) = 0 and X h as no Brownian component, so that L = 0,3 v,&& v such 
that X( v,)> 0 for n even, X(V,,) <O for n odd. Now by Corollary 3 of [15], X 
cannot ‘creep’ in both directions, so it follows that G( v,) = 0( Y,,)JJO( V) = Y’*‘(V). 
If X(V) CC 0 then V, being a jump time, is Markov and 36 > 0 such that X(s) < 0 
for VSSSV+~; thus we can find v,J$v such that OSX(U,)~~X(V) and hence 
Y”‘(v,,)= Y”‘(.)+x(V,,)-x(V)JJY’2’(V). s o in all cases with u, = A”‘( v,,) we 
have a,,J.JA”‘( v) = u, and X”‘(u,) = Y’*)( v,)JJ, Y”‘(V) = M”‘(u); together with 
(2.11) this gives (2.10) for the case X(w) =O. Finally if X(w)> 0 we must have 
X(w-) <O, and in this case we show that A4’*‘( .) jumps through Mj” at time u. 
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First SUP~~.~~~, ,I’{ -X(s)}<O, so from (2.6a) MI” =Z”‘(czj’)) <Z”‘((Y(‘))) = 
Mc2’(a); but also from (2.6b) we see that M’2’(~-_) < Yl(’ <Z”‘(aj”)) =M/“, and 
again (2.10) follows. 0 
Corollary 3. (i) X is a measurable function ofX”’ and XC2). 
(ii) L(“, L”’ and L, the local times at zero of W”‘, W”’ and X, satisfy 
L”‘(A”‘) = L”‘(A”‘) = L(t) f I (2.12) 
(iii) In the spectrally one-sided case X is a measurable function of W”’ and W”‘. 
Proof . (i) We have X = Y”‘+ Yt2’- f f , - X”‘(A’,“) +X’*‘(Aj”); but (2.9) shows that 
c~j” and hence Al” are measurable functions of X”’ and X”’ and the result follows. 
(ii) Since W”’ is a non-negative semi-martingale, the Meyer-Tanaka formula 
gives 
I 
, 
w)” = { wj”}+ zz I{ W”‘(s-) > 0) d W”‘(s) +$L:“+ O;“, 
0 
where 0:” = COcsc, Wi”Z( W’“(s-) =O). Comparing this with (2.3a) we see that 
LI” = L((Y~‘)) and 
I 
o”‘+ f I{ W”‘(s-) > 0) d W”‘(s) = Xj”+ O(a)“). (2.13) 
Since in the case that cx(“(AI”)> t, L is constant on [t, ay(“(Ai”)], it follows that 
L”‘(AI”) = L(t), and similarly L’2’(A~2’) = L(t). 
(iii) In the Brownian case 0, (“= 0, = 0 and (2.13) shows that X”’ is a function 
of w”‘; similarly X”’ is a function of W”’ and the conclusion follows from (i). 
(By Corollary 2, (1.3a) and (1.3b) hold in this case so each W”’ is a function of the 
corresponding X”’ and hence they are independent.) 
In the spectrally one-sided case we show first that A(” (and hence A”‘) is a 
measurable function of W”’ and W”‘; the underlying reason for this is that in this 
case the maximal intervals of positivity and negativity of X can be recovered from 
the maximal intervals of positivity of WC” and W”‘. Indeed if X is spectrally 
positive and has paths of finite variation W’” and W’*’ each have finitely many 
such intervals on [0, K], and since each sample path of X is initially negative we 
can reconstruct {A:” , 0 s t d K} directly by putting these intervals together in an 
alternating fashion, starting with the first interval of positivity of WC*‘. In the case 
that X is spectrally positive and has paths of infinite variation we can recover 
{A:“, 06 t s K} by first taking the n largest intervals of positivity of W”’ and W’“’ 
on [0, K], repeating the above construction to get say {A:)(t), 0~ t s K} and then 
letting r? + ~0. Finally, the result follows by the observation that 
X, = W”‘(A’,“)Z{~E R”‘}- W”‘(A;“)Z{tE RC2’}, 
where R(” = {s 2 0: A”‘( . ) increases on the right at s} for i = 1,2. 0 
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Remark. In the case that X is spectrally one-sided and has a non-vanishing Brownian 
component (so that L is not identically zero) it follows from (2.12) that 
A(‘) = inf{s: L”‘(s) > L’*‘( t -s)} f 9 (2.14) 
and this gives another proof of (iii) in this case. The result (2.14) was given for the 
Brownian case in [13]. 
3. Applications 
In this section our only standing assumptions about the Levy process X are that 
X0-O and that neither X nor -X is a subordinator. We will denote by I,!J(s) the 
exponent of X, so that 
E(e”“~)=exp{t$(s)}, t>O, Re(s)=O. (3.1) 
In the special case that X has no positive jumps, it is said to be a spectrally negative 
Levy process (s.n.L.p.). In this case (lr can be continued analytically onto the positive 
real axis on which it has a well-defined inverse function 77, whose importance derives 
from the fact that it is the exponent of the first passage process T defined by 
T, = inf{ t: X, > x}. Thus T is a subordinator with 
E(e-“r\) = exp{-xv(h)}, x a 0, A 3 0. (3.2) 
We start by exploiting (1.4), together with known results for A, (hereafter we 
drop the superfixes on Al” and (Y:‘)), much as we did for random walks in [3]. Let 
F,,(x) denote the distribution function of the generalized arc-sine distribution of 
parameter p, so that F,,(x) = 7~~’ sin ?rp Ji yp-‘( 1 - y))” dy, 0 s x s 1. 
Proposition 1. Let p ( t) = Pr{ X, > O}. Then : 
(i) Zfp(f)=pE(O, 1) then,forall t>O, y>O, 
Pr{M)“a M i?‘} = F,(( 1 +y))‘). 
(ii) Zf tC’ ]i p(s) d s+pE(O, 1) as t+a, thenfor eachjxedy>O, 
!Lir Pr{M:“z Map’}= F,>((lfy))‘). 
Proof. If S,, is a random variable with distribution function F,, it is known that 
when p(t)- p we have t-‘A, 2 (S,)-‘. By (1.4) we therefore have T’*‘( M”‘) 2 
t{( S,)-’ - l}, and the result follows from the observation that Pr( T’*‘(Mj”) G’x} = 
Pr{M~“G My’}. 
(ii) The stated condition is known to imply that tf’A, 3 S, as t + 00, and the 
same argument works. 0 
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The surprising feature of Proposition 1 is that whereas the distributions of each 
of M”’ and M’*’ are certainly not determined by {p(t), t 2 0}, the distribution of 
cr, and hence that of T”‘(M”‘), is. To amplify this, we recall some facts about 
Wiener-Hopf factorisation, which we state in a form involving exponential stopping. 
We will write V, for an Exp(v) random variable, which will always be assumed to 
be independent of all other random variables involved, and recall that for any 
non-negative random variable T, E(emCrr) = Pr{ TG I$}. The crucial fact is that if 
I* = inf{s: *X, = M:}, (3.3) 
where M: = sup,,,~,,{*X,}, then {r+( V,), M+( V,)} and {V,,- T+( V,), X( V,) - 
M+( V,,)} are independent, and the second has the same distribution as 
{Y( V,,), -Mm( V,,)}. Furthermore if A is the local time of M’- X at zero, then 
r+( V,,) is the last point of increase of the subordinator A-’ before V,, and hence 
E(e- “+“‘)}= K(CT)/K(CT+/\) 
where K, the exponent of A-‘, is given by Spitzer’s formula: 
CC 
log{K(c)} = 
I 
t-‘p(t)(e-‘-em”‘) dt. 
0 
(3.4) 
Our next result is a reformulation of the well-known fact that, for each t > 0, 
A, 2~;. (3.5) 
In its derivation we use the following observation about independent exponentially 
distributed random variables, the proof of which is elementary. 
Lemma 3. Let V,, V, be independent. Then Pr{ V, c V,} = /l./(p + A) and 
(v,, v,)) V, d V, ~5 (V,,,, V, + Vfifh), where V, and V,,, are also independent. 0 
Proposition 2. For any L&y process X and any 0 < A < u, 
Pr{T’2’(M(‘)(V,,))~ VA}=& 
K(g)--(A) 
> u-h . 
(3.6) 
Proof. Writing CT = p + A and using (2.10) and Lemma 3 we have 
Pr{T(*)(M(‘)(V,))s V,>=Pr{a(V,+,)~ V,+A+ VA) 
=Pr{a(V,)~V,(V,~V,} 
=j_“‘aPr{cu(V,)C V,}, 
since CY( V,) 2 V,. But from (3.4), (3.5) and the fact that 
see that 
Pr{(Y(V@)s v,}={K(~+A)-K(A)}/K(~+AA) 
and (3.6) follows. 0 
A and (Y are inverses we 
(3.7) 
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Corollary 4. For any L&y process with p(t) = p E (0, l), 
Pr{ M”‘( V,) < M”‘( f,,)} = p, 
where Fm - Exp(a) is independent of V,. 
Proof. In this case K((T) = (T” and the result follows by letting A t (T in (3.6). 
(Alternatively we can deduce this from Proposition 2). 0 
Observe now that the section of the path of X between J, = sup{s s cy,: X, =G 0} 
and (Y, coincides with the section of the path of X”’ between A”‘(J,) and t. To 
exploit this, we introduce the quantities K, = inf{s G (Y,: X, > X, for u E [s, cy,]}, 
p,+ =A(K,) and p; =A”‘(K,), and H,=a,-K,, so that p: +/3; =K, and t-p: = 
H,. We start with: 
Proposition 3. For any Le’vyprocess X, K (V,,) and H( v,) are independent, H( v,) 2 
A(V,) and 
Pr{K(V,,)G V,}={K(U+~)-K(A)}/K((T). (3.8) 
Proof. By the above observation, since K, 3 J, we have H, = t - 7:‘) where 7:‘) = 
inf{s: -X’,” = MI”}. Also X,>O for K,<s<a,, so H,=A(a,)-A(K,)=t-/?:, 
and p7 = A”‘(a,) = T’*‘(M~“) by (2.10). Thus by the Wiener-Hopf factorisation of 
-X, H( V,,) is independent of /3+(V,) and of M”‘( V,,), and hence of 
T”‘( M”‘( V,)) = p-( V,,). Hence H( V,,) is independent of p’( V,,) +p-( V,) = 
K( V,,), and by (3.5) has the same distribution as A( V,,). Finally (3.8) follows from 
(3.4) and (3.7), since a( V,,) = K( V,,)+ H( V,). 0 
From this, we can easily determine the joint Laplace transform of 
(P’( v,,), P_( v,,)): 
Corollary 5. For any L&y process X, 
(3.9) 
Proof. Writing /3’ and /z~ in terms of H and K, we see that with (T* = a+ h- p., 
o*‘PrPr(P+(V,,)s v*, P_(V,)S V,] 
=(T*E{exp-(pK(V,,)+(A-p))V,+(p--A)H(V,,))] 
=aE{exp-(pK(V,,#:)+(A-p)H(V,,.))}, 
and (3.9) follows. 0 
Corollary 6. Suppose that X is a L&y process with p(t) - p E (0,l). Then for each 
jixed t > 0: 
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(i) (P:,P;)~t(B:,PI)~t(S~,S~, Y), where S, has the Arc-sine distribution of 
order b= 1 - p and Y is independent of S, and has densit?, function p( 1 + y) - ( pf ’ ‘, y > 0. 
(ii) The ratios Rj =pF/K, are independent of K,, R: 2 (I +I’)-’ and E(R,+) = 
p/k+ 1). 
Proof. Putting K(v) = up it follows easily from Proposition 3 that { K( v,), H( y,)} 
has joint density function cx;(‘+“)( 1 - e~“‘1)x~~’ eerrr?, where c = 6’ sin(np). Since 
this can be written in the form cr,/,“e-“‘t -‘f( t - ‘x, , t - ‘.x2) dt, where 
f(x, 3 x2) = 
Cx-(I+“)xP-I 
0,’ 
2 3 O<x,<l, x,+x2> 1, 
otherwise, 
we see that (K ( V,), H( V,,)) 2 V,,( K, , I-f,) where (K, , H,) has joint density function 
J: From this we see that (p:, PI) has joint density function c(1 -Y,)“-‘(y, +Yz))“‘+‘), 
Yl > 0, O<Y2 < 1, and (i) and (ii) follow by straightforward calculations. (That 
/3: g S, can be seen directly by noting that /3: = 1 - H, = T\“.) 0 
Remark. For BM(0) this result can be deduced from results in [ll]. 
If X is a Levy process which drifts to +oo it is clear that K(W) is almost surely 
finite and coincides with the time at which X first makes a ‘last exit’ from some 
interval of the form (-00, x], with x 3 0, and p-(00) = A”‘(W). Also K(O+) = 0 (since 
otherwise the Levy measure of A-’ would have positive mass at -too), and if we 
write y = K’(O+) = E(A -l(l)), then 0 < y < ~0. 
Corollary 7. For any L&y process X which drifts to ~0 we have 
Pr( K (00) i y,) = ye’K’(u). (3.10) 
Furthermore, each of R,; and R, is independent of K (00) and has a U[O, l] distribution, 
so that 
Pr{p’(oo) s v,r} = y-‘&‘K(U). (3.11) 
Proof. Since a( V,,) a.\. CC as aJO, we get (3.10) by letting ~50 in Proposition 3, 
and letting aJO in (3.9) gives 
Pr{P+(a)s vh,p-(~)~ v,}=y-‘{K(h)-K(/l)}{h -/L}-‘. 
This is easily seen to be equivalent to the last two statements of the corollary. 0 
Remarks. 1. The results (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) can be given in terms of the exponent 
Cc, of X in the important cases that X is a s.n.L.p. or a s.p.L.p. In the first case K 
coincides with 7, the inverse of $, and y = p”’ where p = E(X) = $‘(O+). In the 
second case, K(S) = s/v-(s) where r]-(s) is the inverse of $(-s) and y = 6’ where 
w = n-(0+). In particular we note if X is a s.n.L.p. with p > 0, 
E(e- hK(ac’) = p$(A), (3.12) 
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and if X is a s.p.L.p. with Z.L > 0, 
E(e- hP*(+) = E(e--hA’“(oo)) = @/y(h), 
E(e- AK(=)) = Wg (A/r]_(h)). 
(3.13) 
(The statements in (3.12) and (3.13) which refer to AC2’ can also be seen from (3.4) 
and (3.5).) 
2. A further strengthening of (2.10) results if, with I, standing for X(X,), we 
note that Z, = X”‘(A( K,)) + X’2’(A’2’( K,)) = -Mj’) + X”‘( T”‘( MI”)) = rC2)( MI”), 
where I?” denotes the overshoot process of X (2) Although it does not seem to be .
possible to give a version of (3.9) for the triple {p:, /3;, Z,} in the general case, this 
can be done if X is spectrally positive, but we omit the details. 
As a final application, we use (3.13) to derive some results about Brownian motion 
which have been established by a different method in [5]. 
Corollary 8. Let B be a BM(O), B,= sup O<F&lS, and set v=/;; Z{B,>t)dt, fi=]; 
I{&> t> dt and P=jF I{B,+ V, > t} dt. Then v 2 T”‘( V,), where T”’ is thefirstpassage 
process for a BM( l), and 
i&+y~. (3.14) 
where u, and u2 are independent copies of v. 
Proof. First note that v = A”‘(a) when X is defined by X, = B, - t, so that X is a 
BM(-1). Here I+!J(s)=$s’-s, n(h)=m+l, w=2 and so by (3.13) applied to 
-X, E(e-““) =2/{m+l}. But &> teTT< t, where TO is the first passage 
process for B. Thus c = SF Z{X, > 0) dt, where X, = t - T’: is a s.n.L.p. which has 
~(s)=s-~and~=--03.Itiseasytocheckthatrj(h)=A+1+~=17(h)+A, 
and that & = 2. Applying (3.13) to -2 yields the first part of (3.14) since $(m+ 
1)2 = $(A). Of course, by the analogue of (2.10), v = T”‘( M’*‘(m)) where iVf’2’(~) 2 
supos ,<A 4 - t) - Exp(2) and T”’ is the first passage process for a BM(1). By 
symmetry v^ = j: I{ B, + t < V,} dt, and clearly this can be decomposed as T”‘( V,) + 
v’, where u’ is an independent copy of u. 0 
Note. It is easy to see that E(v) < ~0, so (3.14) implies that E (6) = 2E (v). Since 
B, g 1 B,I and Pr{]B,I > t} = 2 Pr{B, > t}, this result could have been anticpated. 
Another strange result follows from Corollary 7. As has been pointed out in [5], 
if I = sup{ t: B, = fi, = t} and I= sup{ t: l?, = t} where B is a BM(O), then 0s I < r’< ~0 
and Bi< !, so that S = inf,,,,,i{ t - l?,} is finite and positive. Let ,!3 = B(T), where 
7 = inf{ t > I: l?, = B, = t - 6). Then we have: 
Corollary 9. Each of p-‘V and pP’(j3 - V) is independent of p and has a U[O, l] 
distribution. Also p = lt [ where 1 and fare independent, and fa u, + u,+ uj, where 
ui (i = 1,2,3) are independent copies of u. 
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Proof. With X as in the previous proof a little thought shows that p = I? and 
pm’17 = 8, where i and l? stand for K, and R, evaluated for -2, so that the first 
statement follows from Corollary 7. It is also clear that I = sup{ f 3 0: 2, = 0}, from 
which the independence of 1 and i follows. Moreover the times at which 2, = 0 
form a terminating renewal process and the Laplace transform of its interpoint 
distribution has been given in [4], so it is easy to check that E(e-“‘) = 
${1+(2h + I))“‘). But from (3.13) we see that 
E(e-“R) =2(2h + l))“‘(h + 1+(2A + 1)“‘) = E(e-“‘) .{E(ee”“)}‘, 
which completes the proof. 0 
Remarks. 1. Clearly V and p - c are random variables which have the same distribu- 
tion, sum to /3 and are dependent. But note also the distributional decomposition 
p~p,+p2 where p,~~+v,, p2 2 v,+ vj g 5 are independent, but have different 
distributions. 
2. It is is also possible, by considering the first time after lthat B, = <to decompose 
i into two equidistributed parts, which are dependent; see [S] for details. 
3. Since X is spectrally positive, the result previously mentioned about 1, is 
relevant, and in fact 1, evaluated for -2 coincides with S = inf,,+r{t - &}. If we 
compute E(e-“), th en we find that ~Z:,+E~, where F, and Ed are independent 
and F, 2 &2 2 T”( V,), To being the first passage process for a BM(0). 
The idea of deriving results about B via the process X has been used in [4]; as 
in [4], we can also use this trick with B replaced by an arbitrary s.n.L.p. X’“’ say, 
since T”’ will again be a subordinator. If X”’ has exponent I&“’ and we define X 
and X as above (i.e. X, = XI” - f, 2, = t - Tt”) then it is easy to check that vo, n 
and 4 (the exponents of the first passage processes for X0, X and 2, respectively) 
satisfy 
no(rj(A)) = n(A). (3.15) 
Moreover, since G’(s) = &(s) - s this implies that, just as in the Brownian case, 
+(A) = n(A)+A. (3.16) 
When E(X’,“) < 1 we can of course write down from (3.15) an explicit expression 
for E(emA’), (note that again 6 = w), but in general we do not get a neat result like 
(3.14). However (3.15) and (3.16) have some interest in their own right, as they 
imply the following distributional identities. For fixed x > 0, 
fx 2x+ TX, (3.17) 
and 
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where the terms on the right-hand side of (3.18) are assumed to be independent. 
In fact, by drawing a suitable picture, one can see that TX “2. x + T, for all x > 0. 
Another picture makes it clear that for fixed x, 
TX “2’ Tp' + f( T'(x)), 
where ? is the first passage process for the process J? defined by 
2, = X0( Tj;O’ + t) - ( T;” + t), 
(3.19) 
which is clearly independent of T?’ and 2X; from (3.17) and (3.19), (3.18) is 
immediate. 
4. Remarks 
1. It is an interesting and remarkable fact, due to Bertoin [l], that if, in the 
random walk case, the definition of an excursion is modified to exclude the jump 
which takes X out of the appropriate half-line, the processes got by ‘closing up and 
joining together the positive (non-positive) excursions’ are two independent Markov 
processes; moreover if the original process X oscillates, the distributions of these 
processes coincide with that of ‘X conditioned to stay positive’ and ‘X conditioned 
to stay non-positive’. A similar result also holds for Levy processes. 
2. The following example shows that X can be a measurable function of W”’ 
and W”’ when it is not spectrally one-sided. Let X be a compound Poisson process 
such that all its positive jumps are multiples of S+, and all its negative jumps are 
multiples of -S, where 6+/S- is irrational. Then the end of each ‘excursion’ of 
W(I) is signalled by a downwards jump whose length is not divisible by S-, and 
the end of each ‘excursion’ of W”’ is signalled by a downwards jump whose length 
is not divisible by S+; this information enables one to reconstruct X pathwise from 
W’” and W”‘. It should also be mentioned that the corresponding question for 
random walks is not so easy. For example, for simple random walk (or more generally 
when the step distribution is concentrated on (-1, k} or {-k, l} where k is a positive 
integer) the reconstruction is possible, but the reconstruction is not, in general, 
possible for skip-free random walks. (A random walk is skip-free if its distribution 
is concentrated on { -1, 0, 1,2, . .} or {. . . -2, -1, 0, l}.) 
3. Certain distributional identities involving the suprema of stable processes were 
derived in Theorem 3 of [3] by means of random walk approximation and the 
random walk version of our path decomposition. Of course these identities now 
follow directly from Proposition 1. 
4. Although (3.4) follows easily from excursion theory or from known Wiener- 
Hopf results such as Theorem If of [2], it does not appear to be widely known. 
Indeed p. 718 of [2] contains the assertion that a factorisation of this form cannot 
hold in general, a statement which is manifestly false. 
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